The traditionally famous Broadway Limited now sets an even higher standard for beauty, styling and smooth-riding comfort. It represents the finest train that modern design and engineering can offer. Restful appointments, delightful new features and gracious hospitality make each trip on Pennsylvania Railroad's new Broadway Limited a pleasant travel experience.
The New
BROADWAY LIMITED
NEW YORK • CHICAGO
Now in Service

NEW MID-TRAIN LOUNGE AND OBSERVATION LOUNGE CARS—Cheerful, spacious settings richly appointed for leisure with deep, soft carpets, cozy armchairs, and richly-upholstered arm chairs. Leather partitions in the lounge cars combine comfort and division.

NEW MASTER DINING CAR—gracious service, distinctive table appointments. The Broadway Limited's traditional touch at mealtime. Spacious, new kitchen car in adjusting—thus more table space... more comfort for dining.

DRAWING ROOMS—with complete facilities for three persons. Roomy sofa and two folding desk chairs are replaced at night by the three beds shown above. Two wide windows, extra-large washbasin, ample dressing space, enclosed toilet areas.

COMPARTMENTS have been re-designed to afford extra privacy for two persons. During the day—a wide table and folding lounge chair. For sleeping hours—mainly accessible lower and upper beds. Full-length washbasin... enclosed toilet area.

ATTRACTIVE NEW BEDROOMS—now in three styles! For one or two persons, each has its own comfortable arrangement by day. Sunshine-winning lower and upper beds... full-length washbasin... enclosed toilet area. Adjustable beds may be converted to a suite and converted to one large room.

DUPLEX ROOMS—enjoy a suite of downstairs rooms—something new for the individual on the Broadway Limited. Full-length bed at night—a roomy daytime sofa. Handy writing table... complete toilet facilities.

NOW MORE OF THE POPULAR ROOMETTES—completely private for one person's comfort. An easy turn of a lever lowers your bed from the wall, replacing the resort-style suite-net shown above. Enclosed washbasin... panama window... complete toilet facilities.